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Abstrat

Mendelovii (forthoming) has reently argued that (1) traking theo-

ries of mental representation (inluding teleosemantis) are inompatible

with the possibility of reliable misrepresentation and that (2) this is an

important di�ulty for them. Furthermore, she argues that problem om-

mits teleosemantis to an unjusti�ed a priori rejetion of a olor antire-

alism. In this paper I show that teleosemantis an aommodate most

ases of reliable misrepresentation, that those ases the theory fails to a-

ount for are not objetionable and that teleosemantis is not ommited

to any problemati view on the realism-antirealim debate.

In a reent paper, Mendelovii (forthoming)

1

has argued that it is possible

for representational systems to reliably misrepresent ertain properties and that

traking theories suh as teleosemantis are inompatible with this possibility.

That inompatibility is supposed to highlight a signi�ant drawbak of traking

theories. In this paper I would like to argue that one of the most popular

traking theories, teleosemantis, is immune to these ritiisms. The paper is

organized in the following way. In the �rst part, I outline teleosemantis and

the problem of reliable misrepresentation. Then, I argue that teleosemantis is

ompatible with most ases of reliable misrepresentation and that those ases

teleosemantis rules out are not objetionable. In the �nal setion, I address the

question of whether this theory is ommited to any partiular view on debate

on olor realism.
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1 Teleosemantis and Misrepresentation

Teleosemantis is a naturalisti theory of ontent.
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It holds that representations

are states that stand between two systems, a sender and a reeiver, and explains

representational ontent by appealing to the reasons for existene of the sender-

reeiver struture. Very roughly, the key idea is that a state S is a representation

of P i� (1) S is a state produed by a sender in a sender-reeiver struture and

(2) P ausally explains why the sender-reeiver system that produe S was

seleted for in evolution and, hene, why it proliferated in a given population.

For instane, male hiken (Gallus Gallus domestius) produe a harateristi

all when they �nd food, whih brings other hiken to that loation (Evans

and Evans, 1999). Aording to teleosemantis, this all is a representation

and means there is food around, sine (1) it stands within a sender-reeiver

struture, omposed of the male hiken and its fellows and (2) the presene

of food ausally explains why the mehanism produing these alls and the

interpreting mehanism were seleted for in evolution.

Now, Mendelovii's objetion onerns what she alls 'reliable misrepresen-

tation'. In ontrast to standard ritiisms of naturalisti theories of ontent

suh as Fodor's (1990) misrepresentation (or disjuntion) problem, her argu-

ment grants that teleosemantis an aount for oasional misrepresentation

(Mendelovii, p. 7). The objetion onerns systemati or reliable misrepresen-

tation, whih she de�nes as follows:

Reliable Misrepresentation And organism's representation type R re-

liably misrepresents some property P i�:

1. Some tokens of R are involved in attributive mental states that rep-

resent objets as having property P,

2. Most or all of the relevant objets do not have P,

3. Tokens of R do or would nonveridially represent objets as having

P in the same types of irumstanes on separate oasions

Mendelovii's objetion an be divided into two parts. First of all, she argues

that ases of reliable representation are possible but annot be aounted for

by teleosemantis. That is, she laims teleosemantis is inompatible with the

possibility of ases of reliable misrepresentation. Seondly, she argues that this

is a serious problem for this naturalisti theory. In what follows, I would like to

take issue with these two laims.

2 Reliable Misrepresentation

First of all, it seems that teleosemantiists an perfetly aount for represen-

tational states that satisfy reliable misrepresentation, as stated above.

2

In this paper I would heavily rely on Millikan (1984)'s version of teleosemantis, whih is

the most sophistiated and popular view.
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Indeed, suh ases are extremely ommon, and teleosemantiists usually reog-

nize them (Millikan, 1984, 1993; Neander, 1995). Cokroahes and rikets, for

instane, possess a set of short appendages at the rear of their abdomen alled

'eri'. Ceri are slender �liform hairs sensitive to air movements. When air

moves at a high speed and reahes a ertain threshold, a set of neurons are

automatially ativated and okroahes perform a range of evasive behaviors

(Comer and Leung, 2004). Aording to teleosemantis, this neuronal ativa-

tion means something like there is a predator around, sine it is the fat that

in some ases a predator was around that explains that this mehanism was

seleted for; when there was no predator, this behavior was just a waste of time

and energy. But, ruially, notie that probably that most of the time eri

produe a neuronal ativation and hene an evasive behavior when there is no

predator around. That means that the okroah's neuronal states are probably

false most of the time. That is not a problem for teleosemantis beause it is

still true that what explains the seletion of the mehanism is the fat that there

was a predator around usually enough. Natural seletion only requires that in

ertain ases a trait provides a signi�ant advantage; it does not require that

this situation be the most ommon one.

This is not an isolated example. Whenever a false negative is muh more

signi�ant than a false positive, signals will tend to be produed in many sit-

uations when in fat there is no threat (Godfrey-Smith, 1996, Skyrms, 2010).

When a single false negative ould be the last one, organisms tend to produe

many false positives (Millikan, 1993).

Cruially, notie that this representational system seems to ful�ll all ondi-

tions set up in Reliable Misrepresentation. The representation R (in this

ase, ertain neuronal ativity) represents there being danger around (ondition

1), in most ases there is no danger (ondition 2) and in many similar irum-

stanes R still misrepresents the presene of danger (ondition 3). So ases that

satisfy Reliable Misrepresentation are parfetly ompatible with teleose-

mantis.

In order for Mendelovii's argument to have some bite, she needs to exlude

this sort of ases, whih teleosemantis trivially aounts for. In partiular, I

think ondition 2 should be restrited to representations of objets that never

instantiate a ertain property P. That is, lause 2 must be read as stating that

'all of the relevant objets do not have P'. And, in fat, that version �ts better

with the partiular ounterexamples Mendelovii brings forward in her paper.

Let us all this modi�ed de�nition Strong reliable misrepresentation.

Is teleosemantis inompatible with ases that instantiate strong reliable

misrepresentation? Probably not. We an also desribe some senarios in

whih teleosemantis an satisfatorily aommodate Strong reliable mis-

representation.

Think �rst about organisms whih are endowed with a mehanism for rep-

resenting the size of objets. This mehanism will produe a di�erent represen-

tation depending on the input it reeives. Now, while it is extremely plausible

that most of the time we represent the right size of objets, there is a vast lit-

erature in psyhology desribing ases in whih this mehanism systematially
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yields inaurate representations. For instane, in the best-known version of the

Ebbinghaus illusion, two irles of idential size are plaed near to eah other

and one is surrounded by large irles while the other is surrounded by small ir-

les; the �rst entral irle then appears smaller than the seond entral irle.

3

In this ase, the seletion and existene of a mehanism produing representa-

tions of size is explained by the fat that most of the time it produes the right

representations. Nevertheless, there is a representation type R (the state that

misrepresents the size of inner irle in the Ebbinghaus senario) that reliably

and systematially misrepresents a ertain on�guration. This state R, whih

reliably misrepresents an inexistent size of ertain irles, is a by-produt of the

representational system that has earned its keep in evolution. This is a sort

of ase involving strong reliable misrepresentation that an be perfetly

aommodated within teleosemantis.

There is a seond way teleosemantis an aount for ases of strong reliable

misrepresentation, whih Mendelovii does onsider (although she utterly rejets

to this option for reasons that will beome lear below). A given mehanism

ould produe P-involving representations beause the organism was onfronted

with instanes of P in the evolutionary past and, nevertheless, at a ertain time

t, P might not be instantiated any more. Toads (Bufo Bufo), for instane, dart

on any elongated objet moving at a ertain veloity in the diretion of its axis

(Ewert, 2004). If a toad is grown up in a laboratory, where all the moving

blak things it sees are nutritious pellets, this toad will be onsistently and

reliably misrepresenting all its life. We ould even make the ase more extreme

by supposing that �ies go extint, so that �yhood is never instantiated again.

In this ase, all toads will be reliably misrepresenting �ies. Also in this ase,

teleosemantis is fully ompatible with ases of strong reliable misrepresentation.

Sine neither reliable misrepresentation nor strong reliable misrepresentation

an do the trik, Mendelovii needs a di�erent kind of example. Indeed, she sug-

gests an additional ondition that should also be taken into aount: the strong

reliable misrepresentation must also be stable. She suggests that a reliable rep-

resentation is stable when it lasts for a signi�ant period of time. Aordingly,

the proposal is that the sort of examples that might threaten teleosemantis

onern ases of strong and stable reliable misrepresentation. She argues that

the example of toads (Bufo Bufo) does not exemplify a ase of strong and stable

misrepresentation, beause this sort of misrepresentation is unstable. Sine in

the laboratory nutritious pellets (and not �ies) help toads to survive, teleose-

mantis entails that toads will ome to represent soon the presene of nutritious

pellets, rather than the presene of �ies.

Now, the notion of stability appealed to here should be quali�ed in an im-

portant way: it is not obvious that teleosemantis annot aommodate ases

of strong and stable reliable misrepresentation, as far as this signi�ant period

of time is insu�ient for evolution to take plae. For instane, teleosemantis is

3

Apparently, only the ventral pathway is mislead by this illusion; the dorsolateral pathway

represents the size of the objets aurately (Jaob and Jeannerod, 2003). So, a better de-

sription of the ase would be that there is a mehanism in the ventral pathway that reliably

misrepresents size.
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ompatible with an individual misrepresenting all its life (e.g. the toad in the

laboratory disussed earlier). Unless a proess of seletion ours, teleoseman-

tis an aommodate ases of strong reliable misrepresentation lasting for a

signi�ant period of time. And we know that within a given population, many

years or even enturies might pass by before evolution takes plae. So, merely

adding stability to strong reliable misrepresentation falls short of speifying a

ounterexample for teleosemantis: the relevant ase Mendelovii is after should

inlude a period of time mus long enough for evolution to take pae.

So here is the kind of ounterexample Mendelovii (p. 10) has in mind:

a representation type R represents a property P, P orrelates with Q and Q

(but not P) explains why during a signi�ant period of time the organism has

ated suessfully and why it was seleted for. Aording to her, that would

be a ase in whih R would be reliably misrepresenting Q as a P. Mendelovii

argues this is a possible situation that is ruled out a priori by teleosemantis.

On teleosemantis, if instantiations of property Q explain the seletion of the

mehanism that produes R, then R will be representing Q rather than P. So

this natrualisti theory entails that it annot happen that R represents P and

Q explains why R-representations have been seleted for.

Mendelovii's objetion, then, is that teleosemantis fails to aount for ases

of strong and stable reliable misrepresentation involving a proess of evolution

and in whih the property that aounts for the seletion of the mehanism

(Q) is di�erent from the represented property (P). At this point, I ompletely

agree with Mendelovii. This, I think, is the only ase teleosemantis annot

aount for. The interesting question, however, is whether this example raises

any di�ulty for teleosemantis. Is this is an objetionable onsequene of the

theory?

The answer, I think, is learly negative. First, notie I showed that Mende-

lovii an only appeal to ases of strong and stable reliable misrepresentation

involving a proess of seletion. Consequently, her objetion is that teleoseman-

tis is inompatible with the following ase: Q is the property that ausally

explains the evolutionary suess of having a representation R, but R does not

represent Q. Instead (the ounterexample runs), tokens of R onsist in a strong

and stable reliable misrepresentation of property P. I agree this possibility is

ertainly ruled out by teleosemantis; aording to the theory, R represents Q

i� Q ausally explains the seletion of the mehanism produing R. But that

does not seem to be an unwelome result, but just a di�erent way of stating the

theory. If R represents whatever feature explains its seletion, it annot happen

that a feature explains its seletion and it is not represented by R. Why should

that be a problem?

The same point an be made in a di�erent way. Every theory, teleosemantis

a fortiori, is suh that whatever meets the su�ient onditions for being an F

aording to a theory is an F aording to the theory. This is just what su�ient

onditions are. In teleosemantis, those su�ient onditions involve a proess of

reliability and stability for a period su�ient for seletion for the sender-reeiver

on�guration. Consequently, it is ertainly true that teleosemantis rules out

a ase in whih Q is the property that aount for the seletion of R and R
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does not represent Q, but any theory giving su�ient onditions for being an

F is inompatible with the presene of su�ient onditions without there being

an F.

4

Therefore, the fat that there is a ase of reliable misrepresentation

that is ruled out by teleosemantis should not be regarded as a problemati

onsequene of the theory. It is just a di�erent way of formulating the key

tenets of the theory.

3 Metaphysial Commitments of Teleosemantis

I just argued that ases of reliable misrepresentation do not threaten teleose-

mantis, but I think there is a deep and intriguing issue underlying Mendelovii's

reasoning that should be addressed by teleosemantiists. The interesting ques-

tion she is trying to raise (whih I think was wrongly expressed in terms of

reliable misrepresentation) is whether teleosemantis is ompatible with ertain

anti-realist positions, e.g. olor eliminativism. This is one of the problems

pointed out by Mendelovii's paper I would like to turn to in the remainder.

5

First of all, notie that teleosemantis as suh is ompatible with the denial of

realism about any entity. For instane, teleosemantis an be true at a possible

world w, even if no organism exists at w, or even if evolution has never taken

plae at w. What the theory laims is that if ertain proesses were to our

(involving natural seletion and so on), then there would be a representation

with suh a suh ontent. So teleosemantis as suh has no realist impliations.

Mendelovii's, however, tries to put some pressure on teleosemanti theo-

ries in that diretion. She argues that if we aept teleosemantis and ertain

empirial laims, the theory has inadequate onsequenes onerning the de-

bate between realism and anti-realism. In partiular, she laims that aepting

teleosemantis 'would fore us to be realists about properties represented in

nonsemantially suessful onditions, where realism about property P is the

view that P is instantiated' (Mendelovii, p.18). Now, does teleosemantis fore

us to be realist about properties represented in nonsemantially suessful on-

ditions? I think the answer is a�rmative, but again I doubt granting this point

results in any problemati onsequene for the theory. Let me explain.

4

Mendelovii (p. 21) suggests that introspetive, behavioral and neurologial data ould

be used in order to show that the ontent predited by teleosemantis (P rather than Q)

lashes with ertain sienti� laims or ommon sense. It would be extremely interesting to

see whether this evidene ontradits or supports ertain laims made or entailed by teleose-

mantis. Nonetheless, (1) Mendelovii does not o�er any reason for thinking teleosemantis

will fae problems in that respet (2) if behavioral or neurologial data were in tension with

teleosemantis, that would onstitute an argument in itself, regardless of any objetion on-

erning reliable misrepresentation.

5

Mendelovii (p.16-7) puts forward another argument, whih I think an be easily defeated

given the results of the previous disussion. First she distinguishes veridiality from reliability:

a mehanism is veridial if it yields the right result and it is reliable if it tends to produe

the same result, regardless of whether it is veridial. Her 'psyhologial argument' laims

that if a theory is unable to aount for reliable misrepresentation, it annot maintain the

useful distintion between veridiality and reliability. Now, sine I have already shown that

teleosemantis an aommodate many ases of reliable misrepresentation, it should be obvious

that it an also make this distintion.
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In teleosemantis 'P is represented in non-semantially suessful onditions'

should be spell out as the laim that P was the property that aounted for the

seletion of the mehanism M. Hene, the problem should be ashed out as

follows: if teleosemantis is right and P is the property that aounts for the

existene and seletion for the mehanismM, then one is ommitted to the (past)

existene of P.

6

Again, this onditional seems true, but also entirely plausible.

If a property P aounted for the existene of the representational system M, P

must have been instantiated somewhere.

Indeed, this inferene is not only plausible, but it desribes a standard way of

reasoning in siene. A lear example an be found in researh on arahnophobia

(the fear of spiders and other arahnids). Some studies suggest that evolution

might have equipped mammals with a strong predisposition to reat fearfully

to spiders (Öhman and Mineka, 2001). One of the standard ritiisms to this

proposal is that only 0.1 perent of the 35.000 di�erent kinds of spiders in

the world are poisonous, so probably having a predisposition to reat fearfully

to spiders did not onstitute any signi�ant seletive advantage for mammals

(Gerdes et al. 2009). The debate, then, assumes that if humans possess a

mehanism for produing fearful reations to spiders, then a su�ient number

of poisonous spiders must have existed in the past.

7

Hene, sientists aept

that if we are endowed with a mehanism for representing or behaving towards

P, then P must have existed in the past. That looks like an impeable sienti�

reasoning.

Similar arguments are also ommon in philosophy, e.g. in relation to radi-

al oneptual nativism (Fodor, 1975, 1998). Some people have suggested that

human onepts like CARBURETOR or TELEVISION annot be innate be-

ause if they were, we would have to aept that there were arburetors and

televisions at the time our anestors evolved (Sterelny, 1989; Prinz, 2002, p.

229). Again, it is assumed here that the truth of some laims about oneptual

ontent ommits one to ertain ontologial laims.

Therefore, one should not try to devise a general argument against drawing

metaphysial onlusions from theories of meaning and ertain empirial laims

about the urrent representational apaities of organisms. Many disussions in

siene and philosophy take for granted that if we have good reasons for thinking

that an organism has build-in mehanism for representing a set of properties P,

this set of properties P existed in the past.

In order to make her objetion to teleosemantis more ompelling, Mende-

lovii fouses on a partiular ase, in whih this general way of arguing seems

to go astray: olor. More preisely, she argues that if we aept teleosemantis,

the following inferene ould be arried out:

P1 I have experienes of redness.

6

It is worth pointing out that if teleosemantis is ommitted to realism about an entity, it

is realism about an entity in the evolutionary past. As we saw, teleosemantis is ompatible

with the possibility of P-involving representations in ases where P has gone extint.

7

Form the teleosemanti perspetive, if suh a fear involves representations, its ontent

should be something like there is a poisonous spider.
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P2 My experienes of redness at least sometimes our in (nonsemantially)

suessful onditions.

P3 If I have experienes of redness in (nonsemantially) suessful onditions,

then realism about redness is true.

C Realism about redness is true.

She laims realism about a ertain entity like olors should not be so easy to

get, so given the strong intuitive support for P1 and P2, P3 (whih diretly

derives from teleosemantis) should be abandoned. The objetion, then, is that

teleosemantis warrants ertain inferenes and onlusions in the realist debate

that a theory of ontent should not allow.

Before diretly addressing this partiular version of the objetion, let me

larify the �rst premise, whih I think is unduly impreise. P1 ould be in-

terpreted as a laim about representational ontent (I have experienes about

redness), about phenomenal properties (I have experienes instantiating phe-

nomenal redness) or about the two (I have an experiene about redness instan-

tiating phenomenal redness). Now, remember that this argument is supposed to

make expliit a onsequene of endorsing teleosemantis and teleosemantis is

exlusively onerned with representational ontent (see Millikan 1984, Neander

2012). Teleosemantis as suh is a theory of ontent, and it is silent onerning

the relationship between representational ontent and phenomenal properties.

Therefore, in that partiular ase, P1 should be read as stating that experienes

are about redness. That is, P1 is a laim about representational ontent.

Notie if P1 were interpreted as stating that experienes instantiate a ertain

phenomenal property (redness), P1-P3 would not entail C without additional

and ontroversial assumptions about the onnetion between phenomenal and

representational properties, whih are learly not made by teleosemantiists and

would deserve independent support.

Having lari�ed premise P1, let me argue why I think Mendelovii is right

(again) in her formulation of the inferene, but (again) I think teleosemantiists

an happily aept this result.

First of all, we saw that drawing ertain ontologial laims from a theory of

meaning plus ertain empirial laims is generally regarded as valid. So what

is wrong with this reasoning? Some people will probably �nd this partiular

inferene objetionable beause of the a priori status of P1 and P2. Sine P1

and P2 seem to be priori and C is learly a posteriori, if we aept that P1-P3

entail C, we will be entitled to onlude a substantive and a posteriori laim

about the world (olor realism) from ertain a priori laims and teleosemantis.

I think this is preisely what worries Mendelovii, sine she thinks that P1

an be established by introspetion alone, P2 is unontroversial and she auses

teleosemantis of enabling one to beome a realist about a ertain entity 'without

any empirial examination of objets' (Mendelovii, p.17).

8
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Here is another quote where I think is lear that the main problem is that the premises P1

and P2 are a priori while the onlusion is a posteriori: 'But if traking theories are orret,
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However, this is surely not warranted by teleosemantis. Teleosemantis

is an externalist theory about ontent, so P1 and P2 are a posteriori laims

through and through. What kind of property I am representing with a red

experiene and what kind of situations are nonsemantially suessful onditions

(i.e. what sort of situations aounted for the seletion of the mehanism) are

hard empirial questions that should be resolved by siene. Consequently, even

if teleosemantis is right, a onsiderable amount of empirial knowledge must be

gathered before anything like C an be established. Certainly, if we aept that

olor-experienes are representations (as they probably are) then, teleosemantis

is ommitted to there being a property they are supposed to represent. However,

what kind of entity we are ommitted to is something that should be disovered

by empirial researh.

Of ourse, if one assumes that the ontent of mental states an be disovered

through introspetion alone (as Mendelovii (p.18) seems to suggest), then this

laim is in tension with teleosemantis. In general, externalist theories threaten

the privileged aess we seem to have to the ontent of our own mental states.

But we already knew that externalist theories (and teleosemantis among them)

are in tension with ertain internalist intuitions, so on this interpretation there

is nothing new about Mendelovii's argument (see Boghossian, 1997). Further-

more, notie that if this is what the argument intends to show, there is no

spei� objetion to teleosemantis or traking theories: any externalist theory

of ontent has this di�ulty. Aordingly, a defense will have to ome from

externalism, rather than from teleosemantis.

Finally, let me onlude by diretly addressing Mendelovii's main question:

if we assume teleosemantis and grant everything I aepted in this paper (in-

luding the inferene from P1-P3 to C), is teleosemantis still ompatible with

olor eliminativism? It learly is. If siene disovers that there is nothing our

olor experienes have been traking, then teleosemantis has to say that the

mehanism that produes our olor experienes is not a representational meha-

nism. That is, olor experienes are not representational states. There are many

alternative evolutionary explanations for the existene of the mehanism: evo-

lutionary drift, sprandels, and so on. Of ourse, I am not saying that this is an

attrative view; but olor eliminativism is not attrative either. The objetion

was based on the the inompatibility of teleosemantis and olor eliminativism,

not on the plausibility of the latter. What we had to show is that aepting

teleosemantis and granting the validity of the inferene desribed earlier does

not make teleosemantis inompatible with olor eliminativism.

Let me stress that I think Mendelovii's way of putting the problem is quite

misleading. Her strategy is to assume that (1) if olor eliminativism is true, then

olor-experienes reliably misrepresent and then argue that (2) teleosemantis is

then in order to establish realism about a represented property P, we needn't hek the world

for evidene of instanes of P. We an instead hek ourselves for nonsemantially suessful

instanes of the representation of P. (Mendelovii, forthoming, p. 18; so also footnote 19).

Nonetheless, let me point out that in Mendelovii (p.20) she laims that she is not onerned

about the a priori status of the premises. Again, if this is true, I fail to see why this inferene

is problemati.
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inompatible with olor-experienes reliably misrepresenting. In the �rst part of

the paper I showed that (2) is false and I just presented an argument suggesting

that (1) is false as well. Aording to teleosemantis, if there are no olors (if

there is nothing our olor experienes have been traking), then the mehanism

produing olor experienes is not a representational system and, onsequently,

olor experienes are not representations. And if experienes do not represent

anything, they annot misrepresent either. So, it is not true that the only way for

teleosemantis to be ompatible with olor eliminativism is by aommodating

reliable misrepresentation. So the question about reliable misrepresentation and

the question about olor eliminativism should be learly distinguished. This is

the reason Mendelovii's appeal to reliable misrepresentation in the last part of

the paper is misleading.

4 Conlusion

In onlusion, I argued teleosemantis that an aount for most ases of reliable

misrepresentation and that those partiular ases that annot be aommodated

do not pose any signi�ant problem for the theory. On the other hand, Mende-

lovii's general objetion against drawing ontologial onlusions from a theory

of ontent (plus ertain empirial laims) seems to be wrong-headed. In sum,

teleosemantis is neither threatened by ases of reliable misrepresentation, nor

by any metaphysial onsequene of the theory.
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